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Light is pioneering 

Siteco DL® 30 LED
Modern lighting for residential streets, 
plazas and paths. Light is OSRAM

www.osram.com  |  www.siteco.com
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Siteco DL® 30 LED
Modern lighting for residential streets, 
plazas and paths. 
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DL® 30 LED  |  Family

Time for new thinking

Good design is not just about good looks, but applies to all 
components of a product, providing best possible utilisation 
and a qualitative appearance. 
The DL® 30 LED in this sense meets all aspects of good  
design, combining a modern construction form with strong 
aesthetic appeal, mature LED technology with strong per-
formance values and a purist, highly durable and extremely 
stable luminaire concept. 

The DL® 30 LED represents a new level in decorative street 
lighting, transforming the possibilities provided by LED 
technology into a completely new post-top luminaire.  
The range features three reflector geometries and two light 
colours for maximum design flexibility, and in just a single 
pioneering construction for the consistently uniform design 
of residential streets, plazas, shopping boulevards, green 
areas and parking spaces.

DL® 30 LED – designing the future  
with outstanding product design

Impressive – the DL® 30 LED

—  High quality LED technology in a modern luminaire design
—  Very high quality of light and good optical control, providing 

more quality of life in urban environments
—  Three light distribution patterns and two light colours for  

diverse applications with only one luminaire design
—  Highly efficient operation with major cost benefits due to  

good luminaire luminous efficacy (up to 101 lumens/watt) 
—  Extremely long service life of up to 100,000 operating hours 

(L90/B10) with typical use
—  Vandalism protection due to robust construction and high  

quality of materials (IK08)
—  Extremely simple mounting and low-maintenance luminaire  

concept

Pinpoint control. The light emission apertures of 

the otherwise structured cover are precisely 

matched to the position of the LED units.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Family  

Strength for innovation, courage for modernity

The aesthetics of the DL® 30 LED. 

Shown: symmetric light distribution, 3000 K
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DL® 30 LED  |  Luminaire Design

A slender luminaire housing with outstanding technology. 
The DL® 30 LED: designed completely for LED technology.

A contemporary design for  
today and tomorrow

Innovative. The low construction  

height of the housing characterises the  

luminaire design, as do premium  

materials and a quality appearance.

No chance for vandalism

Durability and quality characterise the 
housing and optical enclosure of the  
DL® 30 LED, and PMMA with IK08 impact 
resistance gives it toughness. Vandalism 
has no chance. Only polycarbonate covers 
otherwise provide such protection, but 
these tend to cloud over after four to five 
years with significantly less light  
transmission capability. The PMMA of the 
DL® 30 LED remains clear, with optimum 
light transmission. 
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DL® 30 LED  |  Luminaire Design

An openness for new design
New forms of technology are able to 
improve the quality of life, create 
needs, sharpen perception and  
influence tastes. This applies in  
particular to innovative LED road  
luminaires, as these are visible during 
the daytime and night and characterise 
towns and cities, meeting places and 
residential areas. 

With qualitative photometric systems, 
road, park and urban area luminaires 
from OSRAM and Siteco set new 
standards in visual comfort. This new 
quality of vision is reflected in an  
increasing openness for new design.

More than just 
technical LED luminaires
The level of acceptance of LED road, 
town and park luminaires in residential 
streets and urban districts depends, in 
addition to quality of light, strongly on 
their design appearance. Today they 
no longer need to be lantern-shaped, 
and should not have the typical  
appearance of technical luminaires.  
As a consequence, aesthetically  
convincing overall solutions are  
needed that represent innovative  
design translations of LED technology. 
As typified by the DL® 30 LED.   

Technology is an opportunity 
The DL® 30 LED consistently exploits 
the options provided by LED  
technology, featuring an extremely low 
construction height as well as concise 
design lines for the luminaire housing 
and optical enclosure. The LED units 
are directly connected to the upper 
housing surface for optimum heat  
dissipation, and the housing is of  
robust diecast aluminium with a 
weather-resistant Siteco® grey metallic 
(DB 702S) powder coating. 
  
 

Harmonious. Seen from typical observer  

positions, the structure of the optical  

enclosure emphasises the contemporary look.

All-round. The luminaire housing  

completely surrounds the optical  

enclosure to also provide a drip edge.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Light Quality

Innovative light for well-being
High quality of light and visual guidance – the DL® 30 LED creates a 
pleasant ambience and facilitates orientation on the road.

Visual guidance improves orientation
The optical guidance of the DL® 30 LED is a special feature: precisely defi ned quantities of 
stray light are emitted onto the mast mounting element and refl ected by its surface. 
This effect is so discreet that residents are not disturbed and are not exposed to glare, but 
it also has a marking function to serve orientation and improve perception of the road 
section.

High light quality improves the quality of life
Many LED road luminaires mainly emit high quantities of 
light onto roads, but the DL® 30 LED does more, converting 
the high luminance values of the LEDs into glare-free light 
with harmonious luminance transitions. The result is homo-
geneous illumination of the road.

It's this high quality of light that characterises good outdoor 
LED luminaires, and this in turn improves the quality of life 
in residential areas and inner cities. High light quality 
improves the quality of stay and increases a sense of 
safety.

Light colours emphasise atmosphere
A selection between two light colours can be made 
according to the application and desired effect. Warm white 
(3000 K) is often used for gardens, parks and heritage 
areas, and neutral white (4000 K) on roads and paths.

Discreet. Refl ectors guide light to the ground. 

Slight stray light is cast onto the mast mount-

ing element for refl ection. 

Precise. Refl ectors are aligned to avoid direct 

emittance of light onto the mast.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Light Quality

More quality of life in towns

With the high light quality of the DL® 30 LED. 

Shown: asymmetric wide light distribution, 4000 K
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DL® 30 LED  |  Light Distribution

Three light distribution patterns and various lumen packages – 
the DL® 30 LED enables standard-compliant lighting solutions for 
applications ranging from residential streets to urban plazas.

Flexibility for a diversity of applications

1280 lm - 1810 lm

– asymetric wide distribution (ST1.2a)

–  asymetric extremely wide distribution

    (P1.0a)

2170 lm - 5500 lm

– asymetric wide distribution (ST1.2a)

– asymetric extremely wide distribution

    (P1.0a)

2740 lm - 5360 lm

– symmetric wide distribution (PL1.2s)

DL® 30 LED – three light distributions and various lumen packages 

Quality in detail. Structuring between the 

refl ector wings provides additional glare 

reduction.

The DL® 30 LED is characterised by a uniform language of 
design and high application fl exibility. The luminaire with its 
three light distribution patterns has been designed for 
typical urban applications. 

Various lumen packages enable use in diverse lighting 
classes. Luminaires have two or four light emission 
apertures according to lumen output.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Light Distribution

Glare reduction increases traffi c safety
LED road luminaires with strong glare are a nuisance for 
traffi c participants, pedestrians and residents, and diodes 
that can be directly viewed disturb vehicle drivers because 
they create glare and reduce response capacity. 

Such hazards are solved by the DL® 30 LED with Siteco's 
reliable 3-zone faceted refl ector technology. These r
efl ectors manufactured with extreme precision disperse the 
high luminance of the LEDs and convert it into soft, 
distributed light, for less glare and a harmonious 
appearance.

Light distributions facilitate planning
Precisely dimensioned lumen packages and matched 
refl ectors provide new options for lighting design. The 
DL® 30 LED features light distribution patterns designed for 
typical urban lighting applications. 
See pages 20/21 for detailed information.

Precise light control protects fl ora and fauna
The appeal and acceptance of a municipality are based 
today on a variety of aspects, and the harmonious 
cohabitation between people and their environment is 
becoming ever more important. Thanks to the outstanding 
refl ector technology of the DL® 30 LED, light is emitted only 
to the ground and not into the hemisphere. Birds are not 
pestered and nocturnal insects are attracted less, and unlit 
green areas remain unaffected as refuge areas for small 
animals.

1 Far fi eld 
The central faceted refl ector guides 
most of the emitted light specifi cally 
into the far fi eld. 

2 Central fi eld 
Light is emitted without defl ection and 
highly effi ciently directly from the 
luminaire. LEDs cannot be seen from 
typical observer positions. Direct glare 
is impossible.

3 Near fi eld 
The lateral faceted refl ector guides the 
light to the area directly below the 
luminaire. Light distribution ensures 
best possible glare restriction.

1

2

3

3-zone faceted refl ector light distribution

0% 0°
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DL® 30 LED  |  Efficiency

A cost-saving system over many years
With efficient LED units and highly durable components, the DL® 30 LED cuts  
energy consumption and provides major cost benefits in the long term.

Added value thanks to a problem-free continuous  
operation
In addition to pure consumption values, problem-free  
operation is also relevant for the total efficiency of a lighting 
system. Compared to qualitatively poor luminaires with low 
efficiency values and high failure rates, the DL® 30 LED 
achieves double added value: luminaires contain only high 
quality components, extensively tested thanks to OSRAM 
and Siteco's many years of lighting experience. The result 
is a service life of up to 100,000 operating hours (L90/B10) 
for problem-free use over 20 to 25 years with typical  
utilisation.

Proven savings*
A total consideration of investment, operating and maintenance costs over the complete service life 
of the luminaire demonstrates that investment costs for the DL® 30 LED are amortised in less than five 
years compared to obsolete HME luminaires.

Total investment DL® 30 LED

approx. 15.000 Euro
Total savings after 25 years of operation compared to a HME system

approx. 57.000 Euro

systems operation in years

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

amortisation period*

Rapid amortisation

*Basis for calculation: 1 km of carriageway, 28 light points, 4000 operating hours/year, 0.20 euros per kW/h; static cost comparison: old system:  
HME 125 W (139 W), 4,000 hrs. with 100 %; new system: DL® 30 LED Plus, 1600 hrs. with 100% = 30 W; 1400 hrs. reduced mode with 50% = 15 W; 
1000 hrs. reduced mode with 25% = 8 W; amortisation of investment costs after approx. 4.9 years   

Permanently low consumption values
Quality certainly pays – high-performance LED units feature 
low power consumption and very good luminaire luminous 
efficacy of up to 101 lumens/watt.  
According to the technology of the obsolete system, new 
systems are amortised in less than five years and provide 
major cost advantages over many years. 

High light output. The DL® 30 LED is equipped with high-

performance and simultaneously low-consumption LED 

units. Thanks to 3-zone faceted reflectors, light is emitted 

onto the working plane almost without loss.

Reliable. The LED unit of the DL® 30 LED is connected directly 

to the upper side of the housing for optimum heat dissipation. 

This improves system durability and further improves  

efficiency.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Efficiency

Active for climate protection 

Thanks to LED technology in the DL® 30 LED. 

Shown: asymmetric extremely wide distribution, 3000 K

Savings

100 %

70 %

LED is clearly more efficient than HST/HSE** 
The DL® 30 LED also represents the better alternative compared to 
lower-cost HST/HSE luminaires with purchase price. Customers  
benefit from significantly reduced long-term energy consumption and 
lower operating costs (no more relamping), even if HST/HSE  
luminaires are operated in reduced mode. A further plus with LED  
solutions: control options (that in the future will become ever more  
important) are already completely integrated in accordance with  
customer specifications. 

Comparison of energy consumption

DL® 30 LED 30 %

HST/HSE

**Comparison of energy consumption: DL® 30 LED Plus (adjacent) with HSE 70 W (83 W);  
1600 hrs. with 100 % = 83 W; 2400 hrs. reduced mode with 50% = 49 W    
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DL® 30 LED  |  Control

More comfort and new ideas
Intelligent control improves the quality of life

In cars, ABS, ESP and dynamic headlight lighting provide 
improved safety, and the intelligent control of heating, 
blinds, lighting and air-conditioning improves the living 
quality in new buildings.  
With the DL® 30 LED, intelligent control electronics ensure 
that precisely the right quantity of light is emitted to the 
specific target at the right time, which in turn improves  
energy efficiency and the quality of life in public spaces. 

DL® 30 LED luminaires completely exploit the potential of 
mature LED technology. Thanks to intelligent control,  
luminaires can be set individually or as groups for specific 
lighting tasks, and dimming values and periods can be  

specified, meaning operation is according to requirements 
and with optimised energy consumption. 

Intelligent light management improves the level of comfort 
in public spaces and represents a positive location factor 
for competing municipalities – inner city areas with a  
gastronomic flair are transformed into oases of well-being 
thanks to inviting light. Sightseeing attractions highlighted 
with light are harmoniously emphasised because wide-area 
and road lighting systems are matched accordingly.
Residential areas also radiate a high quality of life, as  
residents are aware during daytime and night that they are 
in surroundings worth living in.

Details of functional packages 

Standard Efficiency Communication

Overheat
protection

Power
reduction

Flexible 
luminous flux
configuration

Time-
dependent 
luminous flux
control

Constant
luminous flux
control

Digital 
communi-
cation
interface

Street 
Light 
Control

Automatic 
data
exchange

Electronic 
type plate

Premium • • • • • • • •

Plus • • • • • • • •

Basic • •

Three functional packages are available:

Premium functional package

— Maximum flexibility and efficiency via integration into intelligent, networked light 
 management and monitoring systems

Plus functional package

— Intelligent, self-sufficient light management system for lighting according to  
requirements based on individual programming

— Electronic type plate and automatic data exchange for smart performance updates

Basic functional package

— Night-time reduction at times of low traffic density to 50% rated luminous flux, at 
 less than 50 % rated power, via one control wire
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DL® 30 LED  |  Smart City

Smart solutions for smart cities
Internet access via a luminaire – die DL® 30 LED supports WLAN expansion  
in towns and cities.

WLAN in public spaces is no longer just a distant reality and 
also no longer a mammoth infrastructure project. This 
growing desire of politicians, companies and residents can 
become reality – with the Street Light Control (SLC) light 
management system, a component of the DL® 30 LED  
Premium functional package. 

The new generation of the SLC system wirelessly connects 
luminaires via radio into a network based on the new,  
future-fit IP V6 network standard. Information is transmitted 
from light head to light head and forwarded with a router via 
internet to the central control point. An important factor is 
that the system has sufficient flexibility to intelligently 
search for another path (self-healing) if a unit fails. 

This wireless network is available everywhere where  
luminaires are located, and has the capability to become 
the backbone for completely new smart city services – on 
the one hand for wide-area information network structures 
in towns and cities, and on the other for new sensor- 
supported services, used for example to register free park-
ing lots or measure traffic density levels, navigating drivers 
to parking spots and guiding traffic flows through urban  
areas. 

Municipal services can also be connected up to the system, 
for example when sensors communicate the filling states of 
garbage containers. Interesting technical options also  
become available for advertisers with the supply of real-
time information to displays. 
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DL® 30 LED  |  Mounting

Robust technology for practioners
The DL® 30 LED features a mature luminaire concept for rapid luminaire installation 
and continuous, low-maintenance operation.

Child's play. The luminaire cover is removed with a simple 

rotary motion, and positioning aids indicate the correct  

rotation angle.

Highly simple mounting
No unpleasant surprises – installing the DL® 30 LED is 
quick, simple and almost without tools. Electrical  
connection is via plug connections and the mast mounting 
element is fixed to the mast with two screws.

Tool-free ECG replacement on the mast
A further advantage is Siteco's reliable gear tray  
technology, enabling problem-free electronic control gear 
(ECG) replacements without tools – for use of a new control 
system for example.

Reliably low-maintenance
Technology to be trusted. The DL® 30 LED has almost no 
maintenance, with no regular relamping or other technical 
reworking. 

An extremely long system service life: electrical compo-
nents are designed for a service life of up to 100,000  
operating hours (L90/B10), corresponding to 20 to 25 years 
with typical use. 

Extremely high tightness: the complete luminaire system 
features very high tightness (IP66). All-round sealing on the 
housing securely seals the inside of the luminaire from its 
exterior. An air-permeable membrane provides pressure 
equalisation and prevents condensation in the housing.

High stability: the housing of diecast aluminium and the 
PMMA optical enclosure ensure high durability and high 
toughness (IK08).

No soiling: due to its construction, the optical enclosure is 
subject to hardly any soiling. Any deposits on the cover or 
housing are washed away by rain thanks to the Siteco® 
grey metallic (DB 702S) weather-resistant powder coating. 

Product video. The DL® 30 video.
Scan in the QR code or go to 
www.siteco.com/dl30-video
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DL® 30 LED  |  Mounting

5

Fix the connection cable
The connection cable is fed through 
the mast mounting element and fi xed 
with the strain relief in the connection 
compartment.

1 ECG/LED connection
The connection cable of the LED unit 
with plug connection is inserted into 
the socket of the control unit.

2 Fitting the gear tray
The gear tray is placed into the 
suitably dimensioned mounting space.

3

Power cable connection
The wires of the power cable held with 
cable strain relief are inserted into the 
connection terminal.

4 Aligning the gear tray
A positioning aid (arrows on the upper 
luminaire side and gear tray) help with 
adjusting the gear tray in the housing. 

Five steps for connection

ESD-protected construction

The construction of the DL® 30 LED prevents electrostatic discharge (ESD) 
that could damage the LEDs and control unit. ECGs can be replaced on-
site by installers, and no ESD workstation is needed as would otherwise be 
mandatory. LEDs with their semiconductor technology are highly sensitive 
to electrostatic discharge, as shown by the following: 
people are able to sense discharge from 3000 V, but LEDs can be 
damaged from 10 V. This damage, initially not visible, can impair the 
performance of the system and shorten its service life.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Overview

The right luminaire for your needs
The DL® 30 LED range at a glance

Light distribution

ST1.2a P1.0a PL1.2s
Asymmetric wide distribution Asymmetric extremely wide distribution Symmetric wide distribution

Luminous flux: 1310 lm … 5500 lm Luminous flux: 1280 lm … 3010 lm Luminous flux: 2740 lm … 5360 lm

Application

Ancillary roads, residential areas,  
residential streets

Narrow roads, pedestrian/cycle paths, 
parks 

Urban areas, plazas, pedestrian 
zones, shopping streets

Lighting classes

S1, S2, S3 

ME5, ME6

S3, S4, S5, S6 S3, S4, S5, S6

Mast spacing

to 36 m to 38 m to 32 m

Light colours

Warm white 3000 K

Neutral white 4000 K

Control package, light management

Premium

Plus  

Basic

Post-top luminaire for 76 mm mast spigot; 60 mm with reducer 
Mounting height:  3.5 m ... 6 m

ZONE
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DL® 30 LED  |  Test Road

Simulating applications
Luminaire technical data is one thing, but  
personal experience is another. A wide variety of 
application situations can be simulated on the 
lighting test road, and various mounting heights, 
mast spacing distances and luminaires can be 
specified to achieve realistic situations. Both new 
and now obsolete but still popular luminaires can 
be switched alternatively.

Experiencing quality with the senses
The inherent quality of lighting solutions can be 
experienced via the following parameters: light 
distribution characteristics, colour rendering, 
glare reduction and distance vision. Various  
scenarios reveal the effects on traffic safety. 

Specialist visitors from all over the world
Each year, several thousand visitors from around the globe take  
advantage of these practical demonstrations – representatives of local 
authorities and management as well as managers from energy  
companies, testing associations, the police force and the judiciary.

Interested? Then simply contact your personal sales representative.

Experiencing lighting solutions live
Directly compare various systems on the unique luminaire test road at the  
Siteco headquarters in Traunreut.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Light Distribution

Application areas and ranges

New light distribution 
characteristics simplify planning

The combination of high-performance LED modules and 
precise refl ector technology provides completely new 
options for precise light control. It's here that Siteco 
benefi ts from decades of expertise with faceted refl ectors.

The DL® 30 LED uses an innovative optical system with 
typical light distribution characteristics, and immediately 
understandable designations simplify work for planners. 
The new names contain the typical application area for a 
luminaire, and depth illumination and light characteristic 
can also be directly read out.

Light distribution with road lighting

1st position

Typical application

ST = street

P = path

PL = plaza

2nd position

Depth illumination

with coeffi cient to mounting height

1.0

1.2

3rd position

Light characteristic

a = asymmetric

s = symmetric

H =  height | mounting height

W = width | depth effect
asymmetrical light characteristic symmetrical light characteristic

D

D = distance (max.) | luminaire spacing (max.) 
depending on mounting height
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DL® 30 LED  |  Light Distribution

Example calculations

Example 1
Mast luminaire DL® 30 LED
Light distribution P1.0a

W = 1.0 x H
H = 4 m

4 m x 1.0 = 4 m depth illumination
asymmetric extremely wide distribution

D = 8 x H; 8 x 4 m = 32 m
=> luminaire spacing up to 32 m

Example 2
Mast luminaire DL® 30 LED
Light distribution ST1.2a

W = 1.2 x H
H = 6 m

6 m x 1.2 = 7.2 m depth illumination
asymmetric wide distribution

D = 6 x H; 6 x 6 m = 36 m 
=> luminaire spacing up to 36 m

Example 3
Mast luminaire DL® 30 LED
Light distribution PL1.2s

W = (1.2 x H) x 2
H = 5 m

5 m x 1.2 = 6 m depth illumination in 2 directions
Mounting in plaza centre; symmetric wide distribution

D = 5 x H; 6 x 5 m = 30 m
=> luminaire spacing up to 30 m

P1.0a light distribution for paths, asymmetric, extremely wide distribution

W = 1 x H 

H

D = 8 x H

ST1.2a light distribution for wide roads, asymmetric, wide distribution

W = 1,2 x H 

H

D = 6 x H

PL1.2s light distribution for wide places, symmetric, wide distribution

W = 2,4 x H 

H

D = 6 x H
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DL® 30 LED  |  Order Data
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DL® 30 LED

asymmetric wide distribution

Mast luminaire for post-top mounting

— LED with triple-zone facetted reflectors for uniform,

asymmetric wide light distribution (ST1.2a); with

transparent, partly structured cover

— microprocessor-controlled LED operating

electronics; according to version with differing

control function for lighting management and

monitoring

— housing and mast connection of diecast aluminium,

Siteco® metallic grey (DB 702S); cover of PMMA

with high impact resistance

— protection rating: IP66

— insulation class: II

— impact resistance: IK08

— service life: up to 100,000h (L90/B10)

— recommended mounting height: MH= 3.5…6m

— mast spigot: da= 76mm (with reducer: da= 60mm)

Lamps Order No.

OSRAM

Order No.

Siteco

with ECG Basic

LED 3000 > 80 1480 20 20 10 8.0 4050737836553 5XA5131E1A08A2

LED 3000 > 80 2510 31 31 16 8.0 4050737836577 5XA5131E1A08A4

LED 3000 > 80 4390 62 62 27 8.0 4050737838946 5XA5131E1A08A5

LED 4000 > 70 1810 20 20 10 8.0 4050737836225 5XA5131K1A08A2

LED 4000 > 70 3140 31 31 16 8.0 4050737836638 5XA5131K1A08A4

LED 4000 > 70 5500 62 62 27 8.0 4050737839004 5XA5131K1A08A5

with ECG Plus

LED 3000 > 80 1310 17 20 9 8.0 4050737836607 5XA5131E1B08A2

LED 3000 > 80 2260 28 31 14 8.0 4050737833927 5XA5131E1B08A4

LED 3000 > 80 3350 44 62 21 8.0 4050737838953 5XA5131E1B08A5

LED 4000 > 70 1600 17 20 9 8.0 4050737836256 5XA5131K1B08A2

LED 4000 > 70 2830 28 31 14 8.0 4050737833965 5XA5131K1B08A4

LED 4000 > 70 4200 44 62 21 8.0 4050737839011 5XA5131K1B08A5

with ECG Premium, with luminaire controller

LED 3000 > 80 1310 21 23 12 8.0 4050737833941 5XA5131E1C08A2

LED 3000 > 80 2260 31 35 18 8.0 4050737833606 5XA5131E1C08A4

LED 3000 > 80 3350 47 65 24 8.0 4050737838960 5XA5131E1C08A5

LED 4000 > 70 1600 21 23 12 8.0 4050737836263 5XA5131K1C08A2

LED 4000 > 70 2830 31 35 18 8.0 4050737836652 5XA5131K1C08A4

LED 4000 > 70 4200 47 65 24 8.0 4050737839028 5XA5131K1C08A5

— please order the 'mast cable set' separately for configuration of the Plus version with installed luminaire
— please order SLC lighting management components for the Premium version separately if required
— please order mast reducer separately if required

Accessories see page 25ff.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Order Data
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DL® 30 LED

asymmetric extremely wide distribution, for narrow roads and paths

Mast luminaire for post-top mounting

— LED with triple-zone facetted reflectors for uniform,

asymmetric extremely wide light distribution

(P1.0a); with transparent, partly structured cover

— microprocessor-controlled LED operating

electronics; according to version with differing

control function for lighting management and

monitoring

— housing and mast connection of diecast aluminium,

Siteco® metallic grey (DB 702S); cover of PMMA

with high impact resistance

— protection rating: IP66

— insulation class: II

— impact resistance: IK08

— service life: up to 100,000h (L90/B10)

— recommended mounting height: MH= 3.5…6m

— mast spigot: da= 76mm (with reducer: da= 60mm)

Lamps Order No.

OSRAM

Order No.

Siteco

with ECG Basic

LED 3000 > 80 1450 20 20 10 8.0 4050737834658 5XA5131T1A08A1

LED 3000 > 80 2410 31 31 16 8.0 4050737836287 5XA5131T1A08A3

LED 4000 > 70 1780 20 20 10 8.0 4050737834450 5XA5131S1A08A1

LED 4000 > 70 3010 31 31 16 8.0 4050737834597 5XA5131S1A08A3

with ECG Plus

LED 3000 > 80 1280 17 20 9 8.0 4050737834689 5XA5131T1B08A1

LED 3000 > 80 2170 28 31 14 8.0 4050737836300 5XA5131T1B08A3

LED 4000 > 70 1570 17 20 9 8.0 4050737833989 5XA5131S1B08A1

LED 4000 > 70 2720 28 31 14 8.0 4050737834610 5XA5131S1B08A3

with ECG Premium, with luminaire controller

LED 3000 > 80 1280 21 23 12 8.0 4050737834696 5XA5131T1C08A1

LED 3000 > 80 2170 31 35 18 8.0 4050737836324 5XA5131T1C08A3

LED 4000 > 70 1570 21 23 12 8.0 4050737834474 5XA5131S1C08A1

LED 4000 > 70 2720 31 35 18 8.0 4050737834634 5XA5131S1C08A3

— please order the 'mast cable set' separately for configuration of the Plus version with installed luminaire
— please order SLC lighting management components for the Premium version separately if required
— please order mast reducer separately if required

Accessories see page 25ff.
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DL® 30 LED

symmetric wide distribution

Mast luminaire for post-top mounting

— LED with triple-zone facetted reflectors for uniform,

symmetric wide light distribution (PL1.2s); with

transparent, partly structured cover

— microprocessor-controlled LED operating

electronics; according to version with differing

control function for lighting management and

monitoring

— housing and mast connection of diecast aluminium,

Siteco® metallic grey (DB 702S); cover of PMMA

with high impact resistance

— protection rating: IP66

— insulation class: II

— impact resistance: IK08

— service life: up to 100,000h (L90/B10)

— recommended mounting height: MH= 3.5…6m

— mast spigot: da= 76mm (with reducer: da= 60mm)

Lamps Order No.

OSRAM

Order No.

Siteco

with ECG Basic

LED 3000 > 80 3200 43 43 20 8.0 4050737838977 5XA5131J1A08A4

LED 3000 > 80 4280 62 62 27 8.0 4050737834139 5XA5131J1A08A5

LED 4000 > 70 4010 43 43 20 8.0 4050737839035 5XA5131R1A08A4

LED 4000 > 70 5360 62 62 27 8.0 4050737836676 5XA5131R1A08A5

with ECG Plus

LED 3000 > 80 2740 36 43 18 8.0 4050737838984 5XA5131J1B08A4

LED 3000 > 80 3260 44 62 21 8.0 4050737834153 5XA5131J1B08A5

LED 4000 > 70 3430 36 43 18 8.0 4050737839042 5XA5131R1B08A4

LED 4000 > 70 4090 44 62 21 8.0 4050737834177 5XA5131R1B08A5

with ECG Premium, with luminaire controller

LED 3000 > 80 2740 39 46 21 8.0 4050737838991 5XA5131J1C08A4

LED 3000 > 80 3260 47 65 24 8.0 4050737836614 5XA5131J1C08A5

LED 4000 > 70 3430 39 46 21 8.0 4050737839059 5XA5131R1C08A4

LED 4000 > 70 4090 47 65 24 8.0 4050737834191 5XA5131R1C08A5

— please order the 'mast cable set' separately for configuration of the Plus version with installed luminaire
— please order SLC lighting management components for the Premium version separately if required
— please order mast reducer separately if required

Accessories see page 25ff.
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DL® 30 LED  |  Order Data, Accessories

Electrical accessories

Siteco® Service Box
For parameterising the operating electronics of all Siteco LED 'Plus' version road luminaires 
| maximum energy efficiency via individual adaptation of lighting level, switching time and 
reduction level | Service Box includes software | with plug-in coupling for connection of  
Y-cable | housing of plastic; plug-in coupling with protection cap | IP54 | insulation class II

Type Wt. (kg) OSRAM Order No. Siteco Order No.

Siteco® Service Box 2.4 4039806998927 5EA6TEF01

 — incl. Y-cable for looping the Service Box into luminaire supply cable | incl. 'workshop' cable set for parameterising the unmounted 
luminaire in the workshop; safety plug at one end

Mast cable set 
for wiring junction box in mast to luminaire, Plus version | with 5-pole plug-in coupling for 
integrating the Siteco® Service Box for manual configuration of the luminaire  
(e.g. for luminous flux, timer etc.)

Type OSRAM Order No. Siteco Order No.
for luminaire, Plus version

Mast cable set, L =  4.0 m 4050737028804 5EA6Y00L02
Mast cable set, L =  5.0 m 4050737028828 5EA6Y00L03
Mast cable set, L =  6.0 m 4050737056098 5EA6Y00L08

Mounting accessories

Reducer 
for mounting luminaire to mast with spigot size da = 60 mm | reducer of galvanised steel

Type OSRAM Order No. Siteco Order No.

Spigot size: 76/60 mm 4039806388292 5NA24600XR

Mounting information:
Mast spigot:  da × l = 76 × 100 mm (luminaire mounting possible without reducer)
Mast spigot:  da × l = 60 × 100 mm (luminaire mounting possible with reducer)

da

l
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Masts and accessories

Mast

Conical round steel mast for post-top mounting of luminaires in accordance with  
DIN EN 40 | calibrated mast spigot | mast of steel (S235JR), hot dip galvanised according 
to EN ISO 1461 and powder-coated in Siteco® metallic grey (DB 702S) | door flush  
mounted (coated masts) or overlaid (uncoated masts)  
 
Calibrated mast spigot length: l = 100mm
Door size 85 mm x 400mm
Door with rustproof 12 mm triangular lock
Equipment ridge with two M6 sliding nuts
M8 x 15 grounding bolt
Cable inlet 50 mm x 150mm

Customer-specific variation (on request)
 — deviating dimensions | wall thickness | door dimensions
 — Mast with flange plate
 — Mast with steel sleeve
 — Other surface | liquid coating
 — Aluminium mast

Mast height  

h1 (m)  

Anchor.  

h2 (m)

Anchor. 

d2 (mm) 

Wt.  

(kg)

OSRAM Order No. Siteco Order No. 

Spigot size da = 60mm

3.5 0.6 117 26.0 4039806381170 5NY231635KM08

4.0 0.8 127 33.0 4039806381262 5NY231640KM08

4.5 0.8 134 37.0 4039806381347 5NY231645KM08

5.0 0.8 130 40.0 4039806381415 5NY231650KM08

Spigot size da = 76mm

3.5 0.6 133 31.0 4039806381620 5NY231735KM08

4.0 0.8 124 35.0 4039806381835 5NY231740KM08

4.5 0.8 129 39.0 4039806382047 5NY231745KM08

5.0 0.8 134 44.0 4039806382221 5NY231750KM08

6,0 1,0 146 57,0 4039806382368 5NY231760KM08

 —  Mast galvanised and coated as standard, Siteco® metallic grey (DB 702S) | for galvanised, uncoated masts please substitute the 
number '8' at the end of the order number with the number '0'. Corresponding OSRAM order number on request.

 —  further RAL and DB colours on request.

Junction box

Impact-resistant plastic | inner wiring via nickel-plated brass rails | for 2 cables to 5x 16mm² 
or 3 cables to 5x 10mm² | two D01 fuse-bases – E14; with E14 screw cap | branching to  
luminaire 2x each with grommets; two luminaire connection cables can also be routed  
below, parallel to feeder cable | protection against contact according to BGV A2 (VBG 4)

Fuse insert Terminals Dimensions 

H x W x T (mm)

OSRAM Order No. Siteco Order No. 

2x E14 L1, L2, L3, N, PE(N) 232 x 69 x 69.5  4039806199973 5NY70012XK

Accessory

Earthing cable  4039806200020 5NY70002XE
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OSRAM GmbH

Head office:

Marcel-Breuer-Strasse 6

80807 Munich | Germany

Phone +49 89 6213-0

Fax +49 89 6213-2020

www.osram.com

Siteco Beleuchtungstechnik GmbH

Head office:

Georg-Simon-Ohm-Strasse 50

83301 Traunreut | Germany

Phone +49 8669 33-0

Fax  +49 8669 33-397 

www.siteco.com

Member of




